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It seems that as this series progresses along it keeps getting
better and better Jacen finally reveals his true colors to the
galaxy and Jaina fully embraces her destiny paving the way for
the biggest showdown in Star Wars history since the Anakin
Skywalker Obi Wan Kenobi showdown in Episode III But the
most satisfying part of this addition to an incredible series is to
finally see Ben Skywalker fully grow into his role as a Jedi He
may possess a great deal of self doubt about his own abilities
and moral compass, but I think he will be a great Jedi Knight
one day, just like his father All in all, a great Star Wars novel. I
think this storyline is so much better than the Disney Movies.
During This Savage Civil War, All Efforts To End Jacen Solo S
Tyranny Of The Galactic Alliance Have Failed Now With Jacen
Approaching The Height Of His Dark Powers, No One Not
Even The Solos And The Skywalkers Knows If Anything Can
Stop The Sith Lord Before His Plan To Save The Galaxy Ends
Up Destroying It Jacen Solo S Shadow Of Influence Has
Threatened Many, Especially Those Closest To Him Jaina Solo
Is Determined To Bring Her Brother In, But In Order To Track
Him Down, She Must First Learn Unfamiliar Skills From A Man
She Finds Ruthless, Repellent, And Dangerous Meanwhile,
Ben Skywalker, Still Haunted By Suspicions That Jacen Killed
His Mother, Mara, Decides He Must Know The Truth, Even If It
Costs Him His Life And As Luke Skywalker Contemplates
Once Unthinkable Strategies To Dethrone His Nephew, The
Hour Of Reckoning For Those On Both Sides Draws Near The
Galaxy Becomes A Battlefield Where All Must Face Their True
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Nature And Darkest Secrets, And Live Or Die With The
Consequences Goodbut a lot of filler. This is obviously the
penultimate novel of the subseries, and it brings us to what we
anticipate to be an exciting end.Jaina seeks out Boba Fett in
order to have something in her own arsenal that can help her
fight Jacen That is a fantastic clashing of subplots We get a
LOT of information on Mandalorian battle close fighting tactics,
and see exactly why how they can best Jedi It s fascinating,
and Traviss is the perfect person to have written
this.Amazingly, there is a heck of a lot on the Jacen arc than
on the Mandos I love Shevu He is so awesome.And Niathal is
not horrid She s manipulative and crafty, but she s not a bad
being She understands humans as well as Ackbar did And she
knows Jacen extremely well and knows just what to say to
trigger or placate him.It humors me that Jacen is constantly
questioned as to if he s so powerful, why can t he do X, Y, or Z
Jacen manages to get Pellaeon and the Imperial Remnant on
his side Seeing Tahiri and Pellaeon together makes me
remember what eventually comes next.It s wonderful to see
how immersed with the Force Mara is in order to communicate
with Ben Talk about being redeemed Daala.I do find it odd that
both Mirta and Pellaeon call Tahiri Jacen s villip. Personal
ResponseI think that overall this was a very good read and that
the author mixed it up from the nonstop action to sometimes a
calmer state Also she did very well in making very unexpected
moments and tense moments along with those.PlotThe book
starts off with Jacen wanting to attack Fondor which he does
,but before he does, he tries to enlist the help of the Imperial
Remnant under Admiral Palleon Jacen sends Tahiri to enlist
there help after that the Imperial Remnant decides to join the
Galactic Alliance if it gets territories Then Admiral Niathal,
Jacen, and Admiral Palleon attack Fondor There minelayers
are destroyed on the spot and they arrive later Then they
destroy the planetary shield ,but then, the Fondorian Fleet
appears from hyperspace Niathal removes Jacen from
command as the battle ensues when he tries and succeeds in
destroying much of Fondor s largest city When it looks as if the
GA might lose another Imperial Fleet arrives and destroys a lot
of Fondor s and Jacen s Fleets Then Jacen went in a med
evac ship to the Imperial Flagship Bloodfin to save his Sith
Apprentice He succeeds in saving her and leaves
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FondorRecommendationI would recommend this to boys who
like action, tense moments, and unexpected moments I would
not recommend this to most girls they usually do not like
fighting or violence in general. Meh.Some interesting twists
here, but Traviss s poor dialogue writing and her portrayal of
Boba Fett as a daddy s boy is too distracting Example By the
way Lieutenant, I have a new title, Caedus, Darth Caedus I
would like you to start calling me that now WTF Really That s
how someone reveals themselves to be a Sith Lord Not to
mention the philosophical conundrum of Jacen himself Jacen
adopted Sith tactics and teachings because he thinks they can
help him bring peace to the galaxy He doesn t view the act as
evil, or his power as evil in and of itself He thinks that Sith have
had moral failings which lead to a universal label of evil, which
he intends to avoid By this book, Traviss has him behaving in a
way that acknowledges that he is evil and has turned him into a
typically flat caricature of a typical Star Wars bad guy I
understand that the story is supposed to show his
transformation and how one wrong decisions or misperception
can lead to a deep slide down a path that you don t intend But I
just don t feel it This series has been very good Despite its
slow points this book does not disappoint It opens up about the
Boba Fett story line and you can really see how he tries to
make sense of a life lived for all the wrong reasons The story
opens up with Jaina Solo leaving to find Boba Fett to ask him
to train her She learns that there is than one way to fight and
that there some secrets that are better left uncovered In what
seems like an unlikely turn of events we see Jaina realizing
that Mandolorians are not that different than her own family
and not just mercenaries.While there is very little in the way a
Luke, Han, or Leia in the story We get to see Ben grow up
considerably when we finally gets the hard proof that Jacen
was indeed the one that killed his mother Later in the story
Jacen admits it out loud and is recorded.The Story moves
along at a good pace and the slow points are few and far
between While interesting i think that the Mandolorian story like
could almost have been stripped out and made into its own
series. We don t have a word for hero Being prepared to die for
your family and friends, or what you hold dear, is a basic
requirement for a Mando, so it s not worth a separate word It s
only cowards we had to find a special word for It was just three
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words But it was three too many for Boba Fett Karen Traviss
has done it again She has never failed me yet when she writes
about Mandalorians and precisely Boba Fett This book is rich
with how the gears in Mandalorians beliefs culture works A
must for all fans of the Fett. Okay here is all I have to say I love
the journey that this series is taking the reader but I really wish
that they made Darth Caedus to be of a bad ass Its like, for the
past 3 volumes he s been getting his butt kicked by every
member of the Star Wars universe Also, I don t understand
how all of the people that hear that he is a dark lord are kinda
like, oh okay It just seems like a little bit of an understatement
of the severity of the issues that are surrounding the story
Okay here is what I really mean the story simply feels like it
has been going way too long and I kinda feel as though a lot of
the major events have become trivalized does anyone
remember that he kidnapped his daughter Or that he trashed
the planet of the Wookies Or that he s a FRICKIN SITH
Anyways thats all I ve got waiting patiently for the final book.
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